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Jun 27, 2018 . . I would need to extract just the first, and last two lines. I want to add them to a pandas data frame A: You could
look into a lxml or beautifulsoup based solution. import requests from bs4 import BeautifulSoup page = requests.get('') soup =
BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'lxml') For making that easier we have a module called get_posts which can automate that for us. from
get_posts import get_posts all_posts = get_posts(pattern='sonique. pultronic. eq 110p. vst. v1. 0. happy. new. year. amplify')
all_posts.show_posts() You should probably add how many you expect to get before you decide to keep that dataframe. In this
case only 2 songs were returned. Q: Should I use an exception or return a bool for user input validation? C# Coding convention:
Is it recommended for a programming beginner to return a bool when validating user input? Or should this be done in a
try/catch scenario? A: I prefer catching exceptions if possible for the reasons mentioned in the comments by Chris. You can try
to convert your input to a type that is valid, and then return a bool result (note I don't call it outputting to the console but instead
a successful conversion, this is probably to avoid confusion) Let's say that your input type is UserControl. If I want to make sure
the user didn't enter anything that would cause your application to crash (eg, entering a file path with invalid characters), then I
would change your input parameter to a typeof UserControl, and then check that there are no problems. Something like:
UserControl c = new UserControl(); if (!string.IsNullOrEmpty(c.Text)) { //handle the exception here } You can also always
have an error value, but it doesn't seem to make much sense to me to use an error f678ea9f9e
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